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All that glitters! Jessica Hart dazzles in
plunging gold gown as she steals the
spotlight at glitzy French Institute gala
By BIANCA SOLDANI FOR DAILY MAIL AUSTRALIA

PUBLISHED: 17:49 EST, 16 December 2014 | UPDATED: 18:52 EST, 16 December 2014

She may not have been one of the honourees at the annual French Institute gala this month.

But Jessica Hart nevertheless managed to steal the spotlight when she arrived at the glitzy New York
event in a plunging gold gown.

The 28-year-old beauty dazzled in a delicately embellished Valentino design that glittered under the
soft lighting at the prestigious Plaza Hotel, as she mingled with special guests Jacques Grange
and Fabrice Grinda.
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Golden girl: Jessica Hart showed off her decolletage in a plunging gold dress at the French Institute gala in
New York

Looking ever the A-lister, the gap-toothed stunner added yet more sparkle to her daringly low-cut frock
with a Bulliony gold bar necklace and matching drop earrings.

She swept her sun-kissed locks into a carefully styled top knot for the evening event and emphasised
her luscious lips with glossy nude lipstick.

The Australian-born model completed her beauty look with a generous application of brown 'eye
definer' contouring pencil from her own natural cosmetics range Luma.

Blending the pencil with an earthy shade of eye shadow, she created a sultry smoky eye with a hint of
gold smattered across the inner corners of her eyes.
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Flawless beauty: The 28-year-old model posted this makeup free selfie earlier this week to celebrate her
agent's birthday

In an image from the gala posted to Instagram on Tuesday, Jess is seen flashing a cheeky grin.

She wrote: 'Last week at the FIAF gala honouring #theoneandonly Jacques Grange .. Thanks to
@thelsd for a great evening,' alongside the photo.

The FIAF's Trophée des Arts gala celebrated the achievements of French internet entrepreneur
Fabrice and lauded interior designer Jacques.

Just days before sharing the flashback snap, Jess uploaded a much more carefree shot in honour of
her agent's birthday.

Looking naturally pretty without a scrap of makeup, the blonde smiles her signature toothy grin from
underneath her masses of tousled locks.

The birthday boy sits just behind her on what looks to be a plane.

'Happy Birthday to this beautiful man, my friend, brother and amazing agent. I love you forever, I'm so
happy to have you in my life ! Have the most incredible day,' she captioned the snap.
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Down time: She also shared this beachside snap taken by her sister Ashley
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